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Bali Nature and Experience Tour in Secret Garden 
Village

Bali Nature and Experience Tour - Are you confusing to choose right destination in Bali? Perhaps North Bali
is the best site to get many secret and soothing points such as rice field and waterfalls. The both offers 
wonderful scenery that will be ready to spoil your eyes.

Secret Garden Village

Sambangan or also known as Secret Garden Village is one of village in North Bali and located in Sukasada 
District, Buleleng Regency. Maybe you will take time 2.5 hours to reach from Ngurah Rai Airport.

This village is a highland and surely provide sundry lovely views such as rice fields, rural, hills, cliffs, and 
waterfalls. Be very recommended to get fun activities like trekking and cliff jumping especially in its waterfall.

https://www.wohoota.com/apps#/app/blog/semua_blog


Hidden Waterfall Tour Bali

Trekking to Reach the Waterfall

In this Secret Garden Village offer 7 waterfall point namely Pucuk, Kembar, Kroya, Aling-Aling, Canging, 
Dedari, and Cemara Waterfall. All those has each uniqueness and beauty. However, reaching one of them is 
required to have a trekking.

Trek to waterfall is really exciting! Caused you will go through the fascinating rural, rice fields, and also 
plantations. Amazing experience in tropical forest and breath in fresh and stunning atmosphere.



Jumping Off KEmbar Waterfall

Fabulous Waterfall and Fun Activities

On arrival at waterfall, you will feel amazed by witnessing its splendor of water flow that fall off high cliff. Add 
more! It all is surrounded by green vista of various kind wild plants and shady high trees.

Not only that, you can also get fun activities in each waterfall. Aling-aling, Kembar, and Waterfall offer spot 
of thrilling jumping cliff. And Kroya Waterfall provides fun natural slides (12 meters).

These waterfalls is also worthy to just swim or soak while enjoying nature sceneries around it.
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